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Region A
•control of water source
•experiences large scale urbanization
•depends largely on industries
•experiences diminishing rainfall
•high revenue producing

Region B
•depends on agriculture
•depends on water released from s
•increasing demand for water
•strong military power

Should Region A Share its water?

Signed Treaty (1989): Region A should release 300 billion ft to Region B

2008

Scenario - Water Sharing



A cognitive view of the agent

Associations are at the core

B(Industrialization 

Growth)

B(Internal Demand 

Satisfied)

B(Experience 

Water Shortage)

B(Obey Treaty)

B(Face Military 

Action)

B(Lose a Friendly 
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Agent Level - Autonomous 
Norm Evaluation

★ Norms prevail over time

★ No general rule can be applied to follow 
norms over time

★ Consequence of a norms vary over 
situations

★ Norms interact in complex ways with 
cognitions



Normative Multiagent Systems

 Have certain social/ and functional objectives

 Supported by collective intention

 Implemented through Norms and Structure

Collective 
intention/

Acceptability
Social Objectives

Norms

Mapto

Implemented 
through

SubsribeTo

Autonomously 
Obey/violate



Treatment of Norms - System 
perspective

 Norm Verification & Validation

- Verify Norm consistency and correctness

- Validate against social/functional objectives

 Norm Evolution

 Joining a normative MAS is norm acceptance

 Norm violations may be due to shift in collective 
intention

- Norm adaptation & redefinition



Normative Multiagent Systems 
Design

★ Assign Priorities- at the agent level

- BOID

★ Design normative systems for 
autonomous agents

- Normas- normative system 
design

- EMIL-A differentiate norm 
recognition from norm adoption

- Lopez et al. expressive 
representation of norms

★ Bring in autonomy

- Coherence Theory

★ Situation dependent

★ Conflict in interest

★ Consequence of a norm

- Influence of sanctions & 
rewards

★ Interacting constraints

Properties Solutions



Coherence Theory

 Coherence study associations between Pairs of Information

 Items in coherent systems mutually support 

 Coherence can be understood as constraint satisfaction

Capital 
punishment 

is wrong

Killing a 
defenseless victim 

is wrong

Killing Sadam 
Hussain is wrong

Capital 
punishment 

controls crime

Capital 
punishment 
is not wrong
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Coherence as Constraint
 Satisfaction

Satisfied Constraints

Unsatisfied Association
Satisfied Association

B(Internal Demand 

Satisfied)

B(Industrialization 

Growth)
B(Obey Treaty)

B(Experience 

Water Shortage)



Computing Coherence

Total Strength Coherence = 0.75

(1 x 0.8 x 0.9
+ 1 x 1 x 0.7 + 

1 x 0.9 x 0.7 )/3 =  .68 

(1 x 0.8 x 0.9
+ 1 x 0.7 x 0.9 + 

1 x 0.9 x 1 )/3 =  .75 
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Deductive Coherence - Constructing a 
coherence Graph

12

1) Deductive coherence is symmetric 
relation.

2) proposition coheres with 
propositions deducible from it.

3) Propositions that together are 
used to deduce some other 
proposition cohere with each 
other.

4) The more hypotheses it takes to 
deduce something, the less the 
degree of coherence.

5) Contradictory propositions are 
incoherent with each other.

6) Propositions that are intuitively 
obvious have a degree of 
acceptability on their own.

7) The acceptability of a proposition 
in a system of propositions 
depends on its coherence with 
them

Thagard’s Principles
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Definition 6. Let ! be a MDR and T a finite set of formulas of the language L. A
support function ! for T is a partial function with

!(", #) =

!
""""#

""""$

n + 1 if there exists $ " T , the smallest set, such that $, " ! #
and |$ | = n and $," #! and $ #! #

1 if ! # and " #!
$1 if ", # !
undefined otherwise

Observe that, for any given MDR, the support function ! satisfies the following:

1. If " ! #, then !(", #) = 1.
2. If !(%, ") = 1 and !(", #) = 1, then !(%, #) = 1.
3. In general, if !(%, ") = n + 1 and !(", #) = m + 1, then

max (n, m) + 1 % !(%, #) % n + m + 1.

We now define the deductive coherence between two propositions as the value of
the stronger relation since deductive coherence is a symmetric function. Due to this,
even if there is a deductive relation in one direction, there is a deductive coherence
in both direction. The value of the deductive coherence is the inverse of the support
function value. Note that both the support function and the deductive coherence function
are partial functions. This is because we interpret zero coherence as equivalent to the
propositions being not related. Thus we have the following definition.

Definition 7. Given a MDR ! and a finite set T of formulas of the language L, we
define a deductive coherence function & : T & T ' [$1, 1] \ {0} on T as:

For any pair (", #) of formulas in T , a coherence function & is a partial function
with

&(", #) =

!
""#

""$

1/ min(!(", #), !(#, ")) if both !(", #) and !(#, ") are defined
1/!(", #) if !(", #) is defined and !(#, ") undefined
1/!(#, ") if !(#, ") is defined and !(", #) undefined
undefined otherwise

Proposition 1. The deductive coherence function & satisfies Thagards’s principles ex-
cept principle 3.

Proof. 1. & is symmetric by construction.
2. & satisfies principle 2. That is, If |$ | = n and $," ! # then !(", #) = n + 1 and

&(", #) = 1/(n + 1).
3. & satisfies principle 4. That is, If |$1| = n and |$2| = m, n < m and $1,"1 ! #

and $2,"2 ! # then &("1,#) = 1/(n + 1) > &("2,#) = 1/(m + 1).
4. & satisfies principle 5 by construction.
5. & satisfies principle 6. Propositions that are intuitively obvious are the axioms. That

is, If ! # is an axiom, then for every " #!, we have &(", #) = 1. That is # coheres
with every other proposition with the highest coherence. Hence # has an intuitive
priority.

6. Principle 7 is satisfied by the definition 2 in Section 4.

SD(∝,β)

(p∧q) ∧ (p∧q → ¬r) →¬r
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Definition 6. Let ! be a MDR and T a finite set of formulas of the language L. A
support function ! for T is a partial function with

!(", #) =

!
""""#

""""$

n + 1 if there exists $ " T , the smallest set, such that $, " ! #
and |$ | = n and $," #! and $ #! #

1 if ! # and " #!
$1 if ", # !
undefined otherwise

Observe that, for any given MDR, the support function ! satisfies the following:

1. If " ! #, then !(", #) = 1.
2. If !(%, ") = 1 and !(", #) = 1, then !(%, #) = 1.
3. In general, if !(%, ") = n + 1 and !(", #) = m + 1, then

max (n, m) + 1 % !(%, #) % n + m + 1.

We now define the deductive coherence between two propositions as the value of
the stronger relation since deductive coherence is a symmetric function. Due to this,
even if there is a deductive relation in one direction, there is a deductive coherence
in both direction. The value of the deductive coherence is the inverse of the support
function value. Note that both the support function and the deductive coherence function
are partial functions. This is because we interpret zero coherence as equivalent to the
propositions being not related. Thus we have the following definition.

Definition 7. Given a MDR ! and a finite set T of formulas of the language L, we
define a deductive coherence function & : T & T ' [$1, 1] \ {0} on T as:

For any pair (", #) of formulas in T , a coherence function & is a partial function
with

&(", #) =

!
""#

""$

1/ min(!(", #), !(#, ")) if both !(", #) and !(#, ") are defined
1/!(", #) if !(", #) is defined and !(#, ") undefined
1/!(#, ") if !(#, ") is defined and !(", #) undefined
undefined otherwise

Proposition 1. The deductive coherence function & satisfies Thagards’s principles ex-
cept principle 3.

Proof. 1. & is symmetric by construction.
2. & satisfies principle 2. That is, If |$ | = n and $," ! # then !(", #) = n + 1 and

&(", #) = 1/(n + 1).
3. & satisfies principle 4. That is, If |$1| = n and |$2| = m, n < m and $1,"1 ! #

and $2,"2 ! # then &("1,#) = 1/(n + 1) > &("2,#) = 1/(m + 1).
4. & satisfies principle 5 by construction.
5. & satisfies principle 6. Propositions that are intuitively obvious are the axioms. That

is, If ! # is an axiom, then for every " #!, we have &(", #) = 1. That is # coheres
with every other proposition with the highest coherence. Hence # has an intuitive
priority.

6. Principle 7 is satisfied by the definition 2 in Section 4.

We show that Ϛ Satisfies Thagard’s Principles
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★ Corresponding to a BDI- normative agent
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Composing Coherence graphs

16

 Composition preserves existing relations

 May Add new nodes to participating graphs

 Adds new edges between participating graphs
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  An agent is a multi-context System 

Definition 16. If !1 " k " q we have !(Ak) # Vk, where ! is the most general sub-
stitution making the formula schemata Ak match nodes in Vk, then a pair of functions
(", #) is derived from b as:

1. "(ḡ) = $g1, g2, · · · , gj % {!(A)}, · · · , gn}&
2. #(ḡ) = $V,E, $, %& as in the definition of # such that:

For all 1 " k " q, and 1 " m " q:
– (!(A)k,!(A)) # E;
– (!(A)k,!(A)m) # E;
– &(!(A)k,!(A)) = q + 2;
– &(!(A)k,!(A)m) = q + 2.

an example illustrating how " and # functions are derived from a bridge rule

6.3 Coherence Agent

Given the cognitive and norm coherence graphs and the composition operators, we can
now turn our attention to defining a coherence agent formally. Recall that, the MCS
specification of an agent is a group of interconnected contexts: ${Ci},'b&. For the
BDI agents considered here, the contexts are CB , CD, CI and CN respectively for the
belief, desire, intention and norm contexts. Each context is a tuple Ci = $Li, Ai,'i&
where Li, Ai and 'i are the language, axioms, and inference rules respectively. In our
extension of MCS, a coherence agent will further have a function f that maps the set of
contexts to a set of corresponding coherence graphs. And a function h that maps a set
of bridge rules to a set of graph composition functions. These extensions are due to the
introduction of coherence graphs into the contexts. An agent will need both the graph
construction tools and a set of deduction mechanisms to reason within and between
graphs. Hence we have the following definition:

Definition 17. A coherence agent a is a tuple ${Ci},'b, f, h& where {Ci} is the set
$CB , CD, CI , CN &, 'b ' B is a set of bridge rules, f : {Ci} ( G maps contexts to
coherence graphs, and h : 'b ( E ) J maps bridge rules to pairs of graph extension
and graph join functions.

In the following we briefly discuss the reasoning of a coherence agent. We describe
the process a coherence agent follows with respect to a normative multi agent system.
In fact a coherence agent takes all actions with respect to a coherence maximization, we
here limit our discussions to normative actions since we are interested in the normative
behavior of the agent. For the purpose of demonstration, we consider norm adoption,
norm compliance, and norm violation to be some of the normative actions. A necessary
prior step in all the above actions is norm evaluation. It is based on the norm evalua-
tion that an agent decides to adopt, or reject norms and later comply, or violate adopted
norms. A coherence agent evaluates a norm by evaluating the coherence of the compos-
ite graph of cognitions and norms. The normative action of a norm adoption happens
either when the normative system tries to modify an existing norm or when a new norm
is proposed for adoption. Again the normative action of norm compliance happens when
there is a change in the situation, either a goal priority change, or a change in beliefs

1 Introduction

o : O(!! "), i : I(!)
i : I(")

f

h

Motivation: A normative multiagent system is a multiagent system where the agent
interactions are governed by norms. In these systems, norms are identified with obliga-
tions, permissions and prohibitions which specify the ideal behaviour of agents. Such
systems also consider constitutive norms to give a new meaning to certain behaviour of
agents. While a normative multiagent system is prescriptive about agent behaviour, it
does so within the framework of autonomous agents. That is, the system assumes agents
to behave in an autonomous manner and reason about norms autonomously. This is be-
cause of the fact that, the success of such systems not depend on all the agents follow-
ing the prescribed norms blindly, rather on having rational agents deliberating about the
prescribed norms, evaluating their usefulness, selectively following those norms that
improve their efficiency, and effecting a change when there are conflicts, inefficiencies,
or situational changes that they can perceive.

¿From the perspective of an agent, norms are like a guide book for an agent to
make sense of what goes on around and what is expected of it. Norms are often meant
to have a positive influence in a normative multiagent system, however, there may be
cases where their implementations fail to translate this. In certain other cases, agents
may have beliefs or goals which are in conflict with some of the norms, or there maybe
conflicting norms. Thus both from the perspectives of normative systems and that of
individual agents, it is not beneficial to treat norms like a hardwired goal in the agent
architecture.

Previous work: We do not claim to be novel about identifying this need, there have
been numerous attempts in the recent past explicitly addressing this issue [?,?,?,?,?,?].
Many of these efforts are focused towards extending the cognitive agent theory (for
instance the Belief, Desire, and Intention (BDI) theory) with explicit representation of
norms such as in BOID [?], EMIL [?], and NoA [?] or proposing a more comprehensive
multiagent system architecture which is norm aware as in [?]. However apart from pro-
viding static-priority based autonomy1 and recognising autonomous norm acceptance
phases, a gap still exists to enrich agent theories with true autonomy.

Method: To enhance the autonomous capabilities of agents, we propose a normative
agent theory which extends the BDI theory with the theory of coherence [?]. Coherence
theory when used to explain human reasoning proposes that humans accept or reject a
cognition (external or internal) depending on how much it contributes to maximizing
the constraints imposed by situations and other cognitions. Pasquier et al. [?] introduced
the possibility of extending agent reasoning with Thagard’s theory of coherence. While
their contribution introduces the concept of coherence in the field of multiagent systems,
a detailed and formal treatment of cognitive coherence is still called for.

1 A norm priority agent will always prefer norm compliance over satisfaction of private goals
when there is a conflict.

Br =
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is proposed for adoption. Again the normative action of norm compliance happens when
there is a change in the situation, either a goal priority change, or a change in beliefs
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Motivation: A normative multiagent system is a multiagent system where the agent
interactions are governed by norms. In these systems, norms are identified with obliga-
tions, permissions and prohibitions which specify the ideal behaviour of agents. Such
systems also consider constitutive norms to give a new meaning to certain behaviour of
agents. While a normative multiagent system is prescriptive about agent behaviour, it
does so within the framework of autonomous agents. That is, the system assumes agents
to behave in an autonomous manner and reason about norms autonomously. This is be-
cause of the fact that, the success of such systems not depend on all the agents follow-
ing the prescribed norms blindly, rather on having rational agents deliberating about the
prescribed norms, evaluating their usefulness, selectively following those norms that
improve their efficiency, and effecting a change when there are conflicts, inefficiencies,
or situational changes that they can perceive.

¿From the perspective of an agent, norms are like a guide book for an agent to
make sense of what goes on around and what is expected of it. Norms are often meant
to have a positive influence in a normative multiagent system, however, there may be
cases where their implementations fail to translate this. In certain other cases, agents
may have beliefs or goals which are in conflict with some of the norms, or there maybe
conflicting norms. Thus both from the perspectives of normative systems and that of
individual agents, it is not beneficial to treat norms like a hardwired goal in the agent
architecture.

Previous work: We do not claim to be novel about identifying this need, there have
been numerous attempts in the recent past explicitly addressing this issue [?,?,?,?,?,?].
Many of these efforts are focused towards extending the cognitive agent theory (for
instance the Belief, Desire, and Intention (BDI) theory) with explicit representation of
norms such as in BOID [?], EMIL [?], and NoA [?] or proposing a more comprehensive
multiagent system architecture which is norm aware as in [?]. However apart from pro-
viding static-priority based autonomy1 and recognising autonomous norm acceptance
phases, a gap still exists to enrich agent theories with true autonomy.

Method: To enhance the autonomous capabilities of agents, we propose a normative
agent theory which extends the BDI theory with the theory of coherence [?]. Coherence
theory when used to explain human reasoning proposes that humans accept or reject a
cognition (external or internal) depending on how much it contributes to maximizing
the constraints imposed by situations and other cognitions. Pasquier et al. [?] introduced
the possibility of extending agent reasoning with Thagard’s theory of coherence. While
their contribution introduces the concept of coherence in the field of multiagent systems,
a detailed and formal treatment of cognitive coherence is still called for.

1 A norm priority agent will always prefer norm compliance over satisfaction of private goals
when there is a conflict.
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Definition 16. If !1 " k " q we have !(Ak) # Vk, where ! is the most general sub-
stitution making the formula schemata Ak match nodes in Vk, then a pair of functions
(", #) is derived from b as:

1. "(ḡ) = $g1, g2, · · · , gj % {!(A)}, · · · , gn}&
2. #(ḡ) = $V,E, $, %& as in the definition of # such that:

For all 1 " k " q, and 1 " m " q:
– (!(A)k,!(A)) # E;
– (!(A)k,!(A)m) # E;
– &(!(A)k,!(A)) = q + 2;
– &(!(A)k,!(A)m) = q + 2.

an example illustrating how " and # functions are derived from a bridge rule

6.3 Coherence Agent

Given the cognitive and norm coherence graphs and the composition operators, we can
now turn our attention to defining a coherence agent formally. Recall that, the MCS
specification of an agent is a group of interconnected contexts: ${Ci},'b&. For the
BDI agents considered here, the contexts are CB , CD, CI and CN respectively for the
belief, desire, intention and norm contexts. Each context is a tuple Ci = $Li, Ai,'i&
where Li, Ai and 'i are the language, axioms, and inference rules respectively. In our
extension of MCS, a coherence agent will further have a function f that maps the set of
contexts to a set of corresponding coherence graphs. And a function h that maps a set
of bridge rules to a set of graph composition functions. These extensions are due to the
introduction of coherence graphs into the contexts. An agent will need both the graph
construction tools and a set of deduction mechanisms to reason within and between
graphs. Hence we have the following definition:

Definition 17. A coherence agent a is a tuple ${Ci},'b, f, h& where {Ci} is the set
$CB , CD, CI , CN &, 'b ' B is a set of bridge rules, f : {Ci} ( G maps contexts to
coherence graphs, and h : 'b ( E ) J maps bridge rules to pairs of graph extension
and graph join functions.

In the following we briefly discuss the reasoning of a coherence agent. We describe
the process a coherence agent follows with respect to a normative multi agent system.
In fact a coherence agent takes all actions with respect to a coherence maximization, we
here limit our discussions to normative actions since we are interested in the normative
behavior of the agent. For the purpose of demonstration, we consider norm adoption,
norm compliance, and norm violation to be some of the normative actions. A necessary
prior step in all the above actions is norm evaluation. It is based on the norm evalua-
tion that an agent decides to adopt, or reject norms and later comply, or violate adopted
norms. A coherence agent evaluates a norm by evaluating the coherence of the compos-
ite graph of cognitions and norms. The normative action of a norm adoption happens
either when the normative system tries to modify an existing norm or when a new norm
is proposed for adoption. Again the normative action of norm compliance happens when
there is a change in the situation, either a goal priority change, or a change in beliefs
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Motivation: A normative multiagent system is a multiagent system where the agent
interactions are governed by norms. In these systems, norms are identified with obliga-
tions, permissions and prohibitions which specify the ideal behaviour of agents. Such
systems also consider constitutive norms to give a new meaning to certain behaviour of
agents. While a normative multiagent system is prescriptive about agent behaviour, it
does so within the framework of autonomous agents. That is, the system assumes agents
to behave in an autonomous manner and reason about norms autonomously. This is be-
cause of the fact that, the success of such systems not depend on all the agents follow-
ing the prescribed norms blindly, rather on having rational agents deliberating about the
prescribed norms, evaluating their usefulness, selectively following those norms that
improve their efficiency, and effecting a change when there are conflicts, inefficiencies,
or situational changes that they can perceive.

¿From the perspective of an agent, norms are like a guide book for an agent to
make sense of what goes on around and what is expected of it. Norms are often meant
to have a positive influence in a normative multiagent system, however, there may be
cases where their implementations fail to translate this. In certain other cases, agents
may have beliefs or goals which are in conflict with some of the norms, or there maybe
conflicting norms. Thus both from the perspectives of normative systems and that of
individual agents, it is not beneficial to treat norms like a hardwired goal in the agent
architecture.

Previous work: We do not claim to be novel about identifying this need, there have
been numerous attempts in the recent past explicitly addressing this issue [?,?,?,?,?,?].
Many of these efforts are focused towards extending the cognitive agent theory (for
instance the Belief, Desire, and Intention (BDI) theory) with explicit representation of
norms such as in BOID [?], EMIL [?], and NoA [?] or proposing a more comprehensive
multiagent system architecture which is norm aware as in [?]. However apart from pro-
viding static-priority based autonomy1 and recognising autonomous norm acceptance
phases, a gap still exists to enrich agent theories with true autonomy.

Method: To enhance the autonomous capabilities of agents, we propose a normative
agent theory which extends the BDI theory with the theory of coherence [?]. Coherence
theory when used to explain human reasoning proposes that humans accept or reject a
cognition (external or internal) depending on how much it contributes to maximizing
the constraints imposed by situations and other cognitions. Pasquier et al. [?] introduced
the possibility of extending agent reasoning with Thagard’s theory of coherence. While
their contribution introduces the concept of coherence in the field of multiagent systems,
a detailed and formal treatment of cognitive coherence is still called for.

1 A norm priority agent will always prefer norm compliance over satisfaction of private goals
when there is a conflict.
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extension of MCS, a coherence agent will further have a function f that maps the set of
contexts to a set of corresponding coherence graphs. And a function h that maps a set
of bridge rules to a set of graph composition functions. These extensions are due to the
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and graph join functions.

In the following we briefly discuss the reasoning of a coherence agent. We describe
the process a coherence agent follows with respect to a normative multi agent system.
In fact a coherence agent takes all actions with respect to a coherence maximization, we
here limit our discussions to normative actions since we are interested in the normative
behavior of the agent. For the purpose of demonstration, we consider norm adoption,
norm compliance, and norm violation to be some of the normative actions. A necessary
prior step in all the above actions is norm evaluation. It is based on the norm evalua-
tion that an agent decides to adopt, or reject norms and later comply, or violate adopted
norms. A coherence agent evaluates a norm by evaluating the coherence of the compos-
ite graph of cognitions and norms. The normative action of a norm adoption happens
either when the normative system tries to modify an existing norm or when a new norm
is proposed for adoption. Again the normative action of norm compliance happens when
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Motivation: A normative multiagent system is a multiagent system where the agent
interactions are governed by norms. In these systems, norms are identified with obliga-
tions, permissions and prohibitions which specify the ideal behaviour of agents. Such
systems also consider constitutive norms to give a new meaning to certain behaviour of
agents. While a normative multiagent system is prescriptive about agent behaviour, it
does so within the framework of autonomous agents. That is, the system assumes agents
to behave in an autonomous manner and reason about norms autonomously. This is be-
cause of the fact that, the success of such systems not depend on all the agents follow-
ing the prescribed norms blindly, rather on having rational agents deliberating about the
prescribed norms, evaluating their usefulness, selectively following those norms that
improve their efficiency, and effecting a change when there are conflicts, inefficiencies,
or situational changes that they can perceive.

¿From the perspective of an agent, norms are like a guide book for an agent to
make sense of what goes on around and what is expected of it. Norms are often meant
to have a positive influence in a normative multiagent system, however, there may be
cases where their implementations fail to translate this. In certain other cases, agents
may have beliefs or goals which are in conflict with some of the norms, or there maybe
conflicting norms. Thus both from the perspectives of normative systems and that of
individual agents, it is not beneficial to treat norms like a hardwired goal in the agent
architecture.

Previous work: We do not claim to be novel about identifying this need, there have
been numerous attempts in the recent past explicitly addressing this issue [?,?,?,?,?,?].
Many of these efforts are focused towards extending the cognitive agent theory (for
instance the Belief, Desire, and Intention (BDI) theory) with explicit representation of
norms such as in BOID [?], EMIL [?], and NoA [?] or proposing a more comprehensive
multiagent system architecture which is norm aware as in [?]. However apart from pro-
viding static-priority based autonomy1 and recognising autonomous norm acceptance
phases, a gap still exists to enrich agent theories with true autonomy.

Method: To enhance the autonomous capabilities of agents, we propose a normative
agent theory which extends the BDI theory with the theory of coherence [?]. Coherence
theory when used to explain human reasoning proposes that humans accept or reject a
cognition (external or internal) depending on how much it contributes to maximizing
the constraints imposed by situations and other cognitions. Pasquier et al. [?] introduced
the possibility of extending agent reasoning with Thagard’s theory of coherence. While
their contribution introduces the concept of coherence in the field of multiagent systems,
a detailed and formal treatment of cognitive coherence is still called for.

1 A norm priority agent will always prefer norm compliance over satisfaction of private goals
when there is a conflict.
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specification of an agent is a group of interconnected contexts: ${Ci},'b&. For the
BDI agents considered here, the contexts are CB , CD, CI and CN respectively for the
belief, desire, intention and norm contexts. Each context is a tuple Ci = $Li, Ai,'i&
where Li, Ai and 'i are the language, axioms, and inference rules respectively. In our
extension of MCS, a coherence agent will further have a function f that maps the set of
contexts to a set of corresponding coherence graphs. And a function h that maps a set
of bridge rules to a set of graph composition functions. These extensions are due to the
introduction of coherence graphs into the contexts. An agent will need both the graph
construction tools and a set of deduction mechanisms to reason within and between
graphs. Hence we have the following definition:

Definition 17. A coherence agent a is a tuple ${Ci},'b, f, h& where {Ci} is the set
$CB , CD, CI , CN &, 'b ' B is a set of bridge rules, f : {Ci} ( G maps contexts to
coherence graphs, and h : 'b ( E ) J maps bridge rules to pairs of graph extension
and graph join functions.

In the following we briefly discuss the reasoning of a coherence agent. We describe
the process a coherence agent follows with respect to a normative multi agent system.
In fact a coherence agent takes all actions with respect to a coherence maximization, we
here limit our discussions to normative actions since we are interested in the normative
behavior of the agent. For the purpose of demonstration, we consider norm adoption,
norm compliance, and norm violation to be some of the normative actions. A necessary
prior step in all the above actions is norm evaluation. It is based on the norm evalua-
tion that an agent decides to adopt, or reject norms and later comply, or violate adopted
norms. A coherence agent evaluates a norm by evaluating the coherence of the compos-
ite graph of cognitions and norms. The normative action of a norm adoption happens
either when the normative system tries to modify an existing norm or when a new norm
is proposed for adoption. Again the normative action of norm compliance happens when
there is a change in the situation, either a goal priority change, or a change in beliefs
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Motivation: A normative multiagent system is a multiagent system where the agent
interactions are governed by norms. In these systems, norms are identified with obliga-
tions, permissions and prohibitions which specify the ideal behaviour of agents. Such
systems also consider constitutive norms to give a new meaning to certain behaviour of
agents. While a normative multiagent system is prescriptive about agent behaviour, it
does so within the framework of autonomous agents. That is, the system assumes agents
to behave in an autonomous manner and reason about norms autonomously. This is be-
cause of the fact that, the success of such systems not depend on all the agents follow-
ing the prescribed norms blindly, rather on having rational agents deliberating about the
prescribed norms, evaluating their usefulness, selectively following those norms that
improve their efficiency, and effecting a change when there are conflicts, inefficiencies,
or situational changes that they can perceive.

¿From the perspective of an agent, norms are like a guide book for an agent to
make sense of what goes on around and what is expected of it. Norms are often meant
to have a positive influence in a normative multiagent system, however, there may be
cases where their implementations fail to translate this. In certain other cases, agents
may have beliefs or goals which are in conflict with some of the norms, or there maybe
conflicting norms. Thus both from the perspectives of normative systems and that of
individual agents, it is not beneficial to treat norms like a hardwired goal in the agent
architecture.

Previous work: We do not claim to be novel about identifying this need, there have
been numerous attempts in the recent past explicitly addressing this issue [?,?,?,?,?,?].
Many of these efforts are focused towards extending the cognitive agent theory (for
instance the Belief, Desire, and Intention (BDI) theory) with explicit representation of
norms such as in BOID [?], EMIL [?], and NoA [?] or proposing a more comprehensive
multiagent system architecture which is norm aware as in [?]. However apart from pro-
viding static-priority based autonomy1 and recognising autonomous norm acceptance
phases, a gap still exists to enrich agent theories with true autonomy.

Method: To enhance the autonomous capabilities of agents, we propose a normative
agent theory which extends the BDI theory with the theory of coherence [?]. Coherence
theory when used to explain human reasoning proposes that humans accept or reject a
cognition (external or internal) depending on how much it contributes to maximizing
the constraints imposed by situations and other cognitions. Pasquier et al. [?] introduced
the possibility of extending agent reasoning with Thagard’s theory of coherence. While
their contribution introduces the concept of coherence in the field of multiagent systems,
a detailed and formal treatment of cognitive coherence is still called for.

1 A norm priority agent will always prefer norm compliance over satisfaction of private goals
when there is a conflict.
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6.3 Coherence Agent

Given the cognitive and norm coherence graphs and the composition operators, we can
now turn our attention to defining a coherence agent formally. Recall that, the MCS
specification of an agent is a group of interconnected contexts: ${Ci},'b&. For the
BDI agents considered here, the contexts are CB , CD, CI and CN respectively for the
belief, desire, intention and norm contexts. Each context is a tuple Ci = $Li, Ai,'i&
where Li, Ai and 'i are the language, axioms, and inference rules respectively. In our
extension of MCS, a coherence agent will further have a function f that maps the set of
contexts to a set of corresponding coherence graphs. And a function h that maps a set
of bridge rules to a set of graph composition functions. These extensions are due to the
introduction of coherence graphs into the contexts. An agent will need both the graph
construction tools and a set of deduction mechanisms to reason within and between
graphs. Hence we have the following definition:

Definition 17. A coherence agent a is a tuple ${Ci},'b, f, h& where {Ci} is the set
$CB , CD, CI , CN &, 'b ' B is a set of bridge rules, f : {Ci} ( G maps contexts to
coherence graphs, and h : 'b ( E ) J maps bridge rules to pairs of graph extension
and graph join functions.

In the following we briefly discuss the reasoning of a coherence agent. We describe
the process a coherence agent follows with respect to a normative multi agent system.
In fact a coherence agent takes all actions with respect to a coherence maximization, we
here limit our discussions to normative actions since we are interested in the normative
behavior of the agent. For the purpose of demonstration, we consider norm adoption,
norm compliance, and norm violation to be some of the normative actions. A necessary
prior step in all the above actions is norm evaluation. It is based on the norm evalua-
tion that an agent decides to adopt, or reject norms and later comply, or violate adopted
norms. A coherence agent evaluates a norm by evaluating the coherence of the compos-
ite graph of cognitions and norms. The normative action of a norm adoption happens
either when the normative system tries to modify an existing norm or when a new norm
is proposed for adoption. Again the normative action of norm compliance happens when
there is a change in the situation, either a goal priority change, or a change in beliefs
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Motivation: A normative multiagent system is a multiagent system where the agent
interactions are governed by norms. In these systems, norms are identified with obliga-
tions, permissions and prohibitions which specify the ideal behaviour of agents. Such
systems also consider constitutive norms to give a new meaning to certain behaviour of
agents. While a normative multiagent system is prescriptive about agent behaviour, it
does so within the framework of autonomous agents. That is, the system assumes agents
to behave in an autonomous manner and reason about norms autonomously. This is be-
cause of the fact that, the success of such systems not depend on all the agents follow-
ing the prescribed norms blindly, rather on having rational agents deliberating about the
prescribed norms, evaluating their usefulness, selectively following those norms that
improve their efficiency, and effecting a change when there are conflicts, inefficiencies,
or situational changes that they can perceive.

¿From the perspective of an agent, norms are like a guide book for an agent to
make sense of what goes on around and what is expected of it. Norms are often meant
to have a positive influence in a normative multiagent system, however, there may be
cases where their implementations fail to translate this. In certain other cases, agents
may have beliefs or goals which are in conflict with some of the norms, or there maybe
conflicting norms. Thus both from the perspectives of normative systems and that of
individual agents, it is not beneficial to treat norms like a hardwired goal in the agent
architecture.

Previous work: We do not claim to be novel about identifying this need, there have
been numerous attempts in the recent past explicitly addressing this issue [?,?,?,?,?,?].
Many of these efforts are focused towards extending the cognitive agent theory (for
instance the Belief, Desire, and Intention (BDI) theory) with explicit representation of
norms such as in BOID [?], EMIL [?], and NoA [?] or proposing a more comprehensive
multiagent system architecture which is norm aware as in [?]. However apart from pro-
viding static-priority based autonomy1 and recognising autonomous norm acceptance
phases, a gap still exists to enrich agent theories with true autonomy.

Method: To enhance the autonomous capabilities of agents, we propose a normative
agent theory which extends the BDI theory with the theory of coherence [?]. Coherence
theory when used to explain human reasoning proposes that humans accept or reject a
cognition (external or internal) depending on how much it contributes to maximizing
the constraints imposed by situations and other cognitions. Pasquier et al. [?] introduced
the possibility of extending agent reasoning with Thagard’s theory of coherence. While
their contribution introduces the concept of coherence in the field of multiagent systems,
a detailed and formal treatment of cognitive coherence is still called for.

1 A norm priority agent will always prefer norm compliance over satisfaction of private goals
when there is a conflict.
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★ Evaluates each Action against coherence maximization

use coherence as the primary mechanism for decision making, however in the future
we would like to analyze also the influence of sanctions, and rewards. Although in our
framework sanctions related to norms are not modeled explicitly, we take into account
their influences in forming the agent modalities. Below we list the propositions relevant
to forming the agent cognitions and then the cognitions of agent s:
p11 !river basin, water index, adequate"
p12 !rain fall, index, good"
p13 !water release, quantity,300 billion ft3"
p14 !s2 threat, type,military force"
p15 !s2 threat, status, realized"
p16 !norm proposal, status, accepted"
p17 !internal demand, status, satisfied"

– Beliefs: {B(p11, 0.90),B(p12, 0.75), B(p14, 1), B(p16, 1), B(p11 # p12 # p13) $
p17, 1), B(p14 # ¬p16 $ p15, 1), B(p16 $ ¬p15, 1)}

– Desires: {D(p17, 0.95), D(¬p15, 1)}
– Intentions:{I(p17, 0.95), I(¬p15, 1)}

Below we analyze the hypothetical reasoning that agent s does to evaluate the norm,
signing of the treaty i.e p16.

Case 1: s accepts signing the treaty. Accepting to sign the treaty is equivalent to
incorporating an additional belief that at a near future world, p16 is true with probablity
1. That is V1 := V1 % {B(p16, 1), I(p16, 1)}. Below we calculate the coherence of the
agent in conjunction with this additional cognition. Applying the max-cut algorithm, we
have one of the coherence maximizing partition (A, V \ A) as shown in the Figure 1.
The corresponding coherence of the graph, !(g1) is 4.41/16 = 0.28.

Case 2: s rejects signing the treaty. The differences if s decides not to accept the norm
are that it has the additional belief B(p15, 1) whereas it removes the intention I(¬p15, 1)
as it is reasonable to assume that agent t will realize the threat upon rejecting the treaty.
That is V1 := V1 % {B(¬p16, 1), B(p15, 1)} \ {I(¬p15, 1)}. With these changes, we
have the the coherence of the graph as !(g1) = 3.07/16 = .19. As a coherence agent
seeks coherence maximization, s prefers to adopt the norm guided by its coherence
value. However we do not rule out the possibilities of other considerations of the agent
that can influence its final decision.

7.3 The incoherence buildup

Year : 1991
Agent : s
Action: Updating cognitive graph based on situation change.
Facts: s experiences large-scale industrialization, urbanization, higher water usage,
threat from t to obey the norm, and less amount of rain fall.
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Fig. 2. coherence graph (g2), !(g2) = .29

water, hence economic progress. Even though the ultimate decision can vary from other
considerations of the agent, a purely coherence maximizing agent will choose to violate
the norm in order to keep a maximal state of coherence. With this example we show how
a coherence maximizing agent evaluates norms in the context of its cognitions.

7.4 Discussion

Even though the example only demonstrates the case of a single norm, the same can be
extended to cases where there are multiple norms and there is a need to choose among
the norms. In terms of coherence, this is selecting a norm which maximizes the coher-
ence of the graph. By performing the hypothetical analysis of a norm being accepted,
norms can be ordered according to the coherence each would generate in the resulting
adoption. Another point to note is that here we have assumed our agents to be coherence
maximizing. But in reality there are other criteria that need to be considered. Some of
them already mentioned and represented in the graph are sanctions and rewards. An-
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